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We sometimes take for granted how well our justice system works and what it means to have a fully functional JAG Corps. Our partner nations do not have such a system or such a JAG Corps. They want what we have.

“What’s the difference?”

Our adversarial military justice system, one feature of our common law heritage, is exported around the world. Until recently, most countries had an inquisitorial justice system derived from the continental civil law tradition. Why the shift toward adversarial justice? What is it about our criminal justice system, both military and civil, that other countries have found so alluring? What do we have that they want?

If you’re like me you graduated from law school with a vague awareness that Britain and its former colonies use the adversarial system, whereas continental Europe and their former colonies mostly use the inquisitorial. But what’s the difference? That was something of a mystery to me until

“There are these two young fish swimming along, and they happen to meet an older fish swimming the other way, who nods at them and says, “Morning, boys. How’s the water?” And the two young fish swim on for a bit, and then eventually one of them looks over at the other and goes, ‘What the hell is water?’”

– David Foster Wallace[1]
2013 when I started teaching trial advocacy with the Defense Institute of International Legal Studies (DIILS) in Mexico. Its armed forces were transitioning to an adversarial system, and at first I had little comprehension of the inquisitorial justice system. It just didn’t make sense to this corn-fed Iowa lawyer. A better understanding came gradually as I taught a half dozen courses and, later, when I wrote two short articles to make sense of what I had observed.[2]

In 2017, I was assigned to 12 AF/JA (AFSOUTH). 12 AF is a Component Numbered Air Force, meaning that it serves two masters: Air Combat Command (ACC) at Langley AFB, Virginia, and U.S. Southern Command (SOUTHCOM) in Miami, Florida. Upon arrival, I learned that SOUTHCOM had assigned AFSOUTH the lead for legal engagements in three countries: Peru, Guatemala, and the Dominican Republic. A few months later, I found myself at a working lunch in Lima with senior Peruvian judge advocates discussing challenges with their transition to an adversarial system. I told them about my experience in Mexico, and they later invited us to model our upcoming subject-matter expert exchanges (SMEEs) on our program there.

We have since led two such SMEEs in Peru and a third was postponed due to COVID-related restrictions. During our first, the editor of the ministry of defense's military justice law review, El Jurista, invited me to write an article explaining what we were doing and why. What follows is adapted with permission from that piece.[3]

The value of this article to the Corps is threefold: first, military justice practitioners may learn from the comparative analysis since gaining a deeper understanding about what distinguishes our system from others makes us better counselors and advocates; second, to those who serve in countries with inquisitorial systems (e.g., Japan, Korea, Turkey, Spain, Italy, Germany), it provides some perspective; third, to the 508 attorneys and paralegals who self-identify in Roster as proficient Spanish-speakers and want to use their language skills, it offers some suggestions for getting one’s foot in the door.

Those who study a foreign language often say that the experience helps them to understand the mechanics of their native language better. Before discussing Peru’s reforms, I discuss the adversarial system, contrast it with the inquisitorial, and explain why the U.S. government has for decades sought to replicate its system abroad. This analysis will, I hope, be useful both to JAGs stationed abroad and military justice practitioners in a similar fashion: this comparison may offer insights that are perhaps less obvious when our system is viewed in isolation. We are, in short, sometimes ignorant about the water that we swim in.

A common misconception is that the adversarial system originated in medieval England.

THE ADVERSARIAL SYSTEM
A common misconception is that the adversarial system originated in medieval England.[4] In fact, the system traces its roots a couple of millennia further back and is arguably more ancient than the inquisitorial system. While the inquisitorial system originated in imperial Rome, the adversarial system originated in ancient Greece and the early Roman Republic.[5] Like the modern variety, ancient adversarial systems were public and featured an oral contest between the parties (prosecution and defense). The inquisitorial system, by contrast, was secret, written, and the parties had passive roles—only the judge had a truly active role in the process. Eventually, the former was associated with democratic societies that subordinated state powers to individual rights and liberties, the latter with powerful governments that sought to control, subjugate, and impose order.[6]

The most distinctive feature of the two systems is the judge’s role: if the judge herself conducts the investigation and drives the process, the system is inquisitorial; if her rulings are based on facts and arguments presented by the parties, the system is adversarial.[7] This approach is not merely a structural or procedural nicety, but lies at the core of what makes the adversarial system different.[8]
There is another essential facet to America’s adversarial system. Our republic was founded on a political culture that mistrusted government, not just our own institutions but the very idea of government. Our criminal justice system reflects this fundamental suspicion and is thus mainly oriented to protecting individual rights.[9] The aphorism attributed to Blackstone says, “It is better that ten guilty people escape than an innocent suffer.”[10] This was also well known to the Founders[11] and constitutes a cardinal principle of our country’s legal system.[12]

When Latin American nations achieved independence in the first decades of the nineteenth century, their founders were aware of liberal justice systems such as ours. Their framers deliberately rejected such systems and chose instead the inquisitorial system because they distrusted jurors, public hearings, and oral advocacy.[13] They doubted that their people were prepared for a freer, more democratic system.[14] A century and a half later, public opinion swung in the opposite direction. Whereas the secrecy of the inquisitorial system was thought to be ineffective, bureaucratic, and associated with corrupt dictatorships, the more open adversarial system had become associated with freedom, democracy, and the protection of human rights.[15]

If the protection of **individual rights** is the hallmark of the adversarial system, we often associate the inquisitorial system with the horrors of the Spanish Inquisition.

**THE INQUISITORIAL SYSTEM**

If the protection of individual rights is the hallmark of the adversarial system, we often associate the inquisitorial system with the horrors of the Spanish Inquisition.[16] This is misplaced and is due not only to ignorance, but also in part to successful anti-Catholic propaganda of the Protestant Reformation.[17] The inquisitorial system is not synonymous with torture, brutality, or intolerance. Nor is it necessarily inferior to the adversarial system. Each system has its pros and cons and makes reasonable tradeoffs between order and liberty. However, having made that concession, this summary undoubtedly betrays my prejudices in favor of the adversarial system.

The most significant right of the adversarial system is the **presumption of innocence**. The inquisitorial system, by contrast, assumes that the accused is guilty.

The adversarial system is characterized above all by due process. That phrase is a term of art, and American law students spend many hours poring over the case law and coming to understand what that means. Due process covers a range of rights and structural aspects of our system, including a hearing, a jury composed of one’s peers, representation by counsel, an impartial judge, and procedures driven by the parties.[18] By contrast, the inquisitorial is characterized by an investigator-judge, whose prominent role includes not only charging the offense and directing the proceedings but also supervision of the investigation.[19] Instead of evidence being presented mostly through live testimony during a relatively brief trial as in the adversarial system, judges in the inquisitorial system assemble a dossier of written evidence, painstakingly collected over a longer period.[20]

The most significant right of the adversarial system is the presumption of innocence. The inquisitorial system, by contrast, assumes that the accused is guilty and is therefore much more comfortable with pretrial detention. This procedural distinction may seem minor, but it has resulted in the mass incarceration of Latin Americans awaiting trial[21] and in large measure explains the crisis of the inquisitorial system in the region.[22]

Most of Latin America is transitioning to the adversarial system. [23] This did not begin with a U.S.-led initiative, but with the pens of two Argentine scholars in the 1980s, Alberto Binder and Julio Maier.[24] Like-minded scholars throughout the region advocated for a transition to the adversarial system.
because, they argued, the existing system was susceptible to corruption and incompatible with democracy. Such scholars were aware that the adversarial system had its own problems, but they nonetheless believed that public trials would better protect individual rights and be more efficient. To persuade voters, they also emphasized that the new system would be more consistent with internationally recognized human rights norms. Their rhetoric resonated with the people, who had grown to distrust the inquisitorial system because of its association with authoritarian and repressive governments. A wave of reforms ensued, and the consensus is that the resulting systems have been better aligned with human rights than their predecessors.

Like-minded scholars throughout the region advocated for a transition to the adversarial system because, they argued, the existing system was susceptible to corruption and incompatible with democracy.

**THE ADVERSARIAL SYSTEM’S MERIT**

Winston Churchill famously said that democracy is the worst form of government…except for all the others. The same could be said about the adversarial system. We should not fool ourselves. Our system is imperfect. We are always improving it, hoping to make it more fair, efficient, and reliable. But it does work. We believe in it enough that we consider it worth sharing—perhaps not for others to copy it to the letter, but at least to serve as a model to be adapted to local conditions.

What, then, are the merits of the adversarial system? Apart from the fact that the system is ours, why do we believe it is special and should be transplanted? The answer depends on how one defines what is preferable. Before answering these questions, limitations must be recognized in the evaluation and comparison of systems.

As we will see later on, several U.S. government agencies have been dedicated to exporting our justice system in the last three decades, yet the empirical results are mostly unknown. Despite the vast resources invested to carry out the reforms, very little attention has been devoted to the evaluation of this effort. Data collected have focused on the volume of training, not on more relevant indicators for the evaluation of a penal system, such as the reduction of violence, efficiency of operations, or protection of rights. It is also difficult to make a definitive comparison because there have been so many varieties of reforms in the region. In addition, more time is needed to assess whether the changes to the adversarial system have been successful in the long term. Thanks to the comparative studies of the Justice Studies Center of the Americas in Chile, perhaps we will soon know more about the progress of reforms throughout the region. Meanwhile, because of the limited empirical evidence, discussion about the advantages of the adversarial system remains somewhat speculative.

Arguably, however, our system possesses three merits. First, it better protects the rights of the individual. Second, it is more efficient. Third, its results are fairer. The latter merit is especially important because the perception of fairness, many would argue, is fundamental to the rule of law and a properly functioning society.

If not all the merits can be verified, anecdotal evidence supports faith in Latin America’s adversarial reforms. For example, we know that pretrial detention was more common under the inquisitorial system and this practice has been reduced with adoption of an adversarial system. We also see improvements in procedural efficiency. Perhaps most importantly, transparency has increased because trials are now public. This evidence suggests that the adversarial system represents progress, even if it is not a panacea.

**EXPORTING THE ADVERSARIAL SYSTEM**

Exportation of our justice system began with political fights between President Ronald Reagan and Congress. President Reagan sought to support the anti-communist government in El Salvador and Congress opposed military support due to high-profile assassinations by the U.S.-trained Salvadoran
A commission was assigned to look for another way to support our ally without supporting its armed forces. The recommendation was to invest in democratization efforts, including reform of the justice system. Such reforms concentrated on the prosecution of human rights violations and other high-profile cases. The U.S. Agency for International Development initiated a program first in El Salvador and later in Guatemala and Colombia that would replace their inquisitorial systems with the adversarial system. Such efforts accelerated with the fall of the Soviet Union, when the government sought ways to continue cooperation with allies, but found that without the Cold War a unifying logic was lacking. The government eventually settled on the fight against transnational crime.

Over time, a program whose benign purpose was to assist partners in fighting crime transmogrified into a program that sought to remake foreign systems in our image. Our reform efforts in Latin America roughly coincided with, and were aided by, the aforementioned scholars’ advocacy for adversarial reforms. Eventually, this effort involved 38 countries spanning the globe. What began with reform of civilian criminal justice systems extended to the realm of military justice. With reason, former Attorney General Eric Holder observed in the context of this program that “the rule of law has become one of the largest exports in the United States.”

The U.S. government has invested considerable treasure in reforming criminal justice around the world, but the questions remain: Was it worth it? Is our system transplantable? Or is it a fragile plant that can only flourish in its native soil? Critics argue the effort was a failure. Others claim the reforms were worthwhile because the adversarial system is superior, even if we can’t prove it. For the present we cannot know which side is right. Assessing the results of this revolutionary experiment will require more time.

Law schools are reluctant to discard centuries of experience with the inquisitorial system and struggle to train the next generation of students in an unfamiliar system.

As reforms progress across Latin America, we see certain patterns. Lawyers and judges tend to resist change and to revert to the familiar old processes. Resources designated for defenders are insufficient. Practitioners need more training. Law schools are reluctant to discard centuries of experience with the inquisitorial system and struggle to train the next generation of students in an unfamiliar system. Such ongoing challenges may explain in part why Peru’s JAG Corps requested our assistance.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR SPANISH-SPEAKING JAGS AND PARALEGALS

During my two years at 12 AF, we saw remarkable progress in Peru. Having left AFSOUTH, I’m increasingly concerned about continuity and carrying on this legacy. I care about our partner countries and want the mission to succeed. Fortunately, there is no shortage of Spanish-speaking attorneys and paralegals interested in security cooperation,
international law, and travel opportunities. If you’re one of them, may I offer a few suggestions?

Over the years I’ve noticed some patterns about JAGs who are selected for the two Spanish-coded billets, AFSOUTH/JA and ODC Madrid. Here are some tips:

• **First**, sign up for the Defense Language Proficiency Test (DLPT) at your testing center. Earn a good score (a 3 Reading/3 Listening or higher makes you competitive). You’d be surprised how few actually do that.

• **Second**, consider applying for the Language Enabled Airman Program (LEAP), which pays qualifying Airmen, including JAGs, Foreign Language Proficiency Pay even if they are not in language-coded billets. This singles you out as someone who has maintained proficiency and gained valuable experience using your language in service of the Air Force mission.

• **Third**, short of the permanent assignments in Tucson and Madrid, look for intermediate opportunities. These include teaching the rule of law course at the Inter-American Air Forces Academy at Joint Base San Antonio-Lackland, TX; volunteering for the New Horizons exercise, which deploys personnel to the AOR for 6–8 weeks to build hospitals or schools; and serving as adjunct on DIILS mobile training teams. Two years working at AFSOUTH afforded 17 trips to various countries in the region.

**CONCLUSION**

My introduction to this track resulted from dumb luck. Until 2014, the Air Force filled a 6-month TDY to Colombia. When my college roommate was tagged, his boss vetoed that deployment and sent him elsewhere. I was second pick. Later work in Mexico was also serendipitous. Two years working at AFSOUTH afforded 17 trips to various countries in the region. By my lights, 12 AF chief of international law is, no exaggeration, one of the most rewarding jobs in the Corps.

We sometimes take for granted how well our justice system works and what it means to have a fully functional JAG Corps. Our partner nations do not have such a system or such a JAG Corps. They want what we have. They can see what JAGs bring to the fight. I’ve had an interesting career. Yet sharing best practices with such eager learners has doubtless been a highlight.
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